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Let f: (X, A) + (X, A) be a selfmap of a pair of compact polyhedra. A surplus Nielsen number 
SN(f; X -A) is defined which is a lower bound for the number of fixed points on X -A for all 
maps in the homotopy class off: It is shown that for many pairs this lower bound is the best 
possible one, as SN(f; X -A) can be realized without the by-passing condition. 
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1. Introduction 
This paper is a continuation of [6]. To determine the minimal number 
MF[f; X-A] of fixed points on X-A for all maps in the homotopy class of a 
given map f: (X, A) + (X, A), N(f; X -A) is introduced in [6], which is a 
lower bound for MF[f; X - A]. When A can be “by-passed” in X, and when X -A 
has no local cut point and is not a 2-manifold, we have proved that N(f; X -A) = 
MF[f; X-A] [6, Theorem 3.81. 
It is the purpose of this paper to introduce a better lower bound for MF[f; X -A], 
which can be realized without the hypothesis that A can be by-passed. After some 
preparation in Section 2, the surplus Nielsen number off on X - A, SN(f; X - A), 
is defined (Definition 3.1), and SN(f; X-A) 3 N(f; X-A). In Section 4, we shall 
prove that SN(f; X - A) = MF[f; X -A] if X and every component of X - A have 
no local cut points and are not 2-manifolds (Theorem 4.2). Some examples (Example 
5.1 and Example 5.2) are given in Section 5 to show that SN(f; X - A) can be larger 
than N(f; X -A). SN(f; X -A) is homotopy invariant (Theorem 3.6). But it does 
not have the properties of commutativity and homotopy type invariance (Example 
5.1). Thus, we cannot generalize the definition of SN(f; X -A) to maps of pairs of 
compact ANR’s in general. 
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2. Fixed point classes on the subspace 
Let f: X + X be a selfmap of a compact polyhedron, and let U be a subset of X 
which has finitely many arcwise connected components. 
Definition 2.1. Two fixed points x0 and x, off: X + X on U are said to belong to 
the same fixed point class off on U if there exists a path (Y in U from x0 to x1 
such that cy -f* (Y rel{O, l}. 
It is obvious that every fixed point class off on U belongs to a fixed point class 
off: And the fixed point classes off on U have the same basic properties as original 
fixed point classes. All the proofs of the theorems in this section are similar to the 
corresponding results for the case U = X [2, Chapter I, Sections 1 and 21 or 
[l, Chapter VI]. 
Theorem 2.2. 7’he Jixed point set Fix( f 1”) off on U splits into a disjoint union of 
fixed point classes on U. 
Theorem 2.3. If every component of U is semilocally l-connected, then every fixed 
point class off on U is an open subset of Fix(f) u). 
Definition 2.4. Let H : fO = fi : X + X be a homotopy. For x,, E Fix( fOl u) and x1 E 
Fix(filU), we say that x0 and x1 are H-related on U if there exists a path /3 in U 
from x,, to x, such that H@(t), t)-/3(t) rel{O, 1). 
Theorem 2.5. Let H : fO -L fi : X + X be a homotopy. Let x0 belong to a$xed point class 
F, of fO on U and let x, belong to a jixed point class F, off, on U. Let x0 and x1 be 
H-related on U. Then xh and xi are H-related on U for any xb E F,, and xi E F, . 
Definition 2.6. For a fixed point class F,, of fO on U and a fixed point class F, of 
fi on U, we say that FO and F, are H-related on U if there exist X,,E F,, and x, E F, 
such that x,, and x1 are H-related on U. 
By Theorem 2.5, this definition is independent of the choice of x, and xi. 
Every homotopy H: X x I + X gives rise to a level-preserving map W: X x I + 
XXI by 
W(x, t) = (H(x, t), t). 
The map W, which is a selfmap of the compact polyhedron X x Z, will be called a 
fat homotopy of H, and, for a subset D c X x 1, the subset D, = {x E X 1 (x, t) E D} 
of X will be called the t-slice of D. 
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Theorem 2.7. Let H : f. = f, : X + X be a homotopy, W be its fat homotopy, and let F. 
and F, beJixedpoint classes off0 andf, on U respectively. Then F. and FI are H-related 
on U if and only tf they are respectively the 0- and 1 -slices of a singlejxed point class 
of W on Uxl. 
3. Surplus fixed point classes 
Let (X, A) be a pair of compact polyhedra, then X -A consists of finitely many 
components and every component of X -A is arcwise connected and semilocally 
l-connected. Let us consider the selfmap f: (X, A) + (X, A), and a homotopy of the 
form H:(XxI,AxI)+(X,A). 
Definition 3.1. A fixed point class F off on X -A is said to be a nonsurplus fixed 
point class off on X -A if there is a point X~E F and there is a path (Y : I, 0, I -{l}, 
1 + X, x0, X - A, A such that 
a=f.a:I, 0, l-+X, x,,, A. 
A fixed point class off on X -A which is not a nonsurplus fixed point class off 
on X -A is said to be a surplus fixed point class off on X -A. 
By Definition 2.1 and Definition 3.1, we have 
Corollary 3.2. A fixed point xg off on X - A belongs to a nonsurplusfixed point class 
if and only tfthere exists a path from x0 to A satisfying the conditions of Definition 3.1. 
Theorem 3.3. 7’he number of surplus fixed point classes off on X -A is finite, each 
of them is a compact subset of X. 
Proof. Let F be a surplus fixed point class of f on X -A, we shall prove F is 
compact. Suppose x0 E X -F, it suffices to find a neighborhood V of x0 in X such 
that Vn F=0. 
(i) If x0& Fix(f ), we can take V = X - Fix(f). 
(ii) If x0 E Fix(f Ix-J, then x0 belongs to a fixed point class F’ off on X-A. 
By Theorems 2.2 and 2.3, F’ n F = 0 and there is a neighborhood V of x0 in X - A 
such that Vn Fix(f IX_.+,) c F’. Since X-A is an open subset of X, V is also a 
neighborhood of x0 in X and V n F c F’ n F = 0. 
(iii) If x0 E An Fix( f ). Let C be the component of X -A containing F. Assume 
that x0 E cl(C), otherwise we can take V = X -cl(C). Pick a neighborhood W of 
x0 such that every loop in W is trivial in X. There is an arcwise connected 
neighborhood V of x0 such that V c W n f -‘( W) and V n C is arcwise connected. 
Suppose x, E V n Fix( f Ic), take a path (Y in V from x1 to x0 with a(1 - { 1)) c C, 
then both (Y and f. a are in W, hence 
a-f. a:I, 0, l-+X, x,, x0. 
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with (x’, s) E F such that 
,0 = W . p : I, 0, 1 +X x I, (x’, s), Ax I. 
Thus, we have X’E Fix(f,), where fs is the s-slice of I-I, i.e. f,(x) = H(x, s). For a 
x1 E F,, x1 and x’ are respectively in the l- and s-slices of F, and then they are 
H’-related on X -A, where H’(x, t) = H(x, 1 - t + s * t) is a homotopy from g to fS. 
By Definition 2.4, there is a path y in X -A from x1 to x’ such that 
WY(~), r) = y(r) rel{O, I], 
i.e., 
H(y(t),l-t+s.t)--y(t)rel{O,l}. 
Defineamapp:XxI+Xby 
p(x, r) = x9 
then the product of y and p. j3 
y(p*p):I, 0, I-(l), 1+X, x1, X-A, A 
is a path from x, to A, and 
g* y(r)=H(y(t), I)-H(y(t), 1 -t+s. r)= y(r), 
g.(P’P)=H(P’P,l)ZP.(W.P)~P.P. 
Moreover, we get 
~(p*P)=dy(p.P)):A 0, 1+X, ~1, A. 
Thus, F, is a nonsurplus fixed point class of g on X -A. 
The converse is the same. q 
By this lemma and the proofs in [2, p. 18, Theorems 4.5 and 4.61, we have 
Theorem 3.6 (Homotopy invariance). If Tao maps f-g: (X, A) + (X, A) are 
homotopic, then SN(f; X -A) = SN(g; X - A). 
The next theorem follows directly from Theorem 3.3, Theorem 3.6 and the 
properties of the fixed point index. 
Theorem 3.7. SN(f; X-A) is a nonnegative integer. Any map which is homotopic 
to f: (X, A) + (X, A) has at least SN( f; X - A) fixed points on X -A. Thus, 
SN(f; X-A)sMF[f; X-A]. 
Theorem 3.8. Let f: (X, A) + (X, A) be a selfmap of a pair of compact polyhedra, then 
SN(f; X-A)zN(f; X-A). If A can be by-passed in X (for the dejinition see 
[S, Definition 5.1]), then SN(f; X-A) = N(f; X-A). 
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Proof. By Definition 3.1 and [6, Theorem 2.31, a fixed point class off on X -A 
which is contained in a weakly noncommon fixed point class is a surplus one, all 
of them lie in an open subset X -A of X. By additivity of the fixed point index, 
an essential weakly noncommon fixed point class contains at least one essential 
surplus fixed point class off on X -A. Thus, SN(f; X-A) 3 N(f; X -A). 
If A can be by-passed in X, then a fixed point class off will contain at most one 
fixed point class off on X -A. By [6, Lemma 3.51, every surplus fixed point class 
off on X -A is contained in a weakly noncommon fixed point class, therefore 
SN(f; X -A) = N(f; X -A). 0 
4. Minimum theorem 
Lemma 4.1. Let (X, A) be a pair of compact polyhedra, where every component of 
X -A has no local cut point and is not a 2-manifold. Let x0 be an isolatedfixed point 
off: (X, A) + (X, A) lying in a maximal simplex of X -A. Suppose 6 : I, 0, I -{l}, 
1 + X, x0, X -A, A is a path from x0 to A with Fix(f) n 6(I) = {x0} and 
s=f.S:I, 0, 1+X, x0, A. 
Then f is homotopic to a map f’ : (X, A) + (X, A) with 
Fix(f’)=(Fix(f)-{x,})u{6(1)}. 
Proof. Compare [6, Lemma 3.61. 0 
Theorem 4.2. Let (X, A) be a pair of compact polyhedra, where X and every component 
of X -A have no local cut points and are not 2-manifolds. Then every map f: (X, A) + 
(X, A) is homotopic to a map g: (X, A)+ (X, A) with SN(f; X-A) fixed points 
on X-A. 
Proof. By [6, Lemma 3.11, we can assume that f is fix-finite and that all fixed points 
off on X - A lie in maximal simplexes. We can unite fixed points belonging to the 
same fixed point class off on X -A as in the proof of [5, Theorem 6.21. Suppose 
x0 lies in a nonsurplus fixed point class, then there is a path 
S:1, 0, I-(l), 1+X,x,,, X-A, A 
such that 
8=f. 6: I, 0, l-+X, x0, A. 
By Lemma 4.1, we shall move the fixed point x0 to 6( 1) E A. As X has no local cut 
point, we can take the paths with different terminal points which are not fixed 
points. Finally, delete fixed point classes on X -A which consist of a single fixed 
point of index zero by the usual method [l, p. 123, Theorem 41. Then we get a map 
g:(X,A)+(X,A) with SN(f;X-A) fixed points on X-A. 0 
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5. Examples 
In this section, we shall give two examples showing that SN(f; X-A) can be 
greater than N(f; X -A). 
Example 5.1 [6, Example 3.101. Let X = {eei}0~0G2~ be the unit circle in the complex 
plane, and let A be the two points (1, -1) in X. The selfmap f: (X, A) -+ (X, A) is 
defined by 
f(e”‘) = exp( -210 - rrji). 
As Fix(flx_,J = exp($i), and there are two classes of paths of the form 
(Y : I, 0, I -{l}, 1 +X, exp&i), X -A, A, 
which are represented by 
al(t) = exp((l- t)$rri+rfi), 
a*(t) = exp(( 1 - t)$ri + 2rrti), 
with the property that c+ is not homotopic to f. CQ keeping initial points fixed, 
where k = 1,2, we conclude that exp($ri) lies in a surplus fixed point class off on 
X -A. Since ind(J; exp($i)) = 1, we have SN(f; X -A) = 1. By [6, Example 3.101, 
N(f; X-A)=O<SN(f; X-A). 
Furthermore, let Y = X x 0’ = {(eei, reVi)}, where D* is a 2-disc, in which the 
points are labeled by reVi with 0 s r s 1 and 0 c cp < 2~. Let B = A x (0) c Y Define 
maps g:(Y, B)-+(Y, B) and h:(X,A)+(Y,B) by 
g(eei, rep’) = (exp(-218 -+), 0) 
h(eei) = (esi 0) 3 3 
then h *f = g * h and h is a homotopy equivalence. Thus, f and g are maps of the 
same homotopy type [5, p. 46.51. As B can be by-passed in Y, SN(g; Y-B) = 
N(g; Y-B). Since N(f; X-A) is homotopy type invariant, we have 
SN(g; Y-B)= N(g; Y-B)= N(f; X-A)=O#SN(f; X-A). 
This implies that the surplus Nielsen number is not homotopy type invariant. Hence, 
it does not have the property of commutativity. 
In the example above, we have SN( f; X -A) > N( f; X -A), but X-A is not 
connected. A stronger example showing that SN(f; X-A) can be greater than 
N( f; X - A) when X - A is connected, has no local cut point and is not a 2-manifold 
is given as follows. 
Example 5.2 [4]. Let Y = S’ v S’ and let B = {x0} be the common point of the two 
circles in Y. Take the notations of [4] (see Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1. 
Let fo: ( Y, B) + ( Y, I?) be a map such that fo( b,) = b;‘, f,(bJ = b;‘, fO(b3) = 
b;‘b;‘b,,f,(b,)=b,b,b, and Fix(fo)={xo,yl,yz}. Let a=[b,b,] and /3=[b3b4], 
then ~l(Y,~o)={a,~~-} andf,(a)=a-‘,fo(P)=Ly-‘P2. 
Let X be a solid double torus containing Y, and let A be a 2-disc with r : (X, A) + 
( Y, B) as a retraction satisfying the condition r-‘(B) = A. (See Fig. 2.) Let f= 
i * f0 * Y: (X, A) + (X, A), where i : ( Y, B) + (X, A) is the inclusion. Then Fix(f) = 
{x0, Yl, YJ. 
It follows from [4] that f as well as f0 has two fixed point classes Fl = {x0}, Fz = 
{y,, y2}, where y1 and y2 have index 1 and -1 respectively [2, p. 16, Corollary 3.71. 
If y, and y2 are in the same fixed point class off on X -A, then there will be a 
path 5 in X-A from y, to y2 with .$=f* .$ rel{O, 1). Let 6 be the path 6 = I* 5 in 
Y and let q be the element n = [b,Sb;‘] in ql( Y, x,), then 
and 
6 -fO . S rel{O, 1) 
fo(b16b;‘) = b;'(f, . G)b;‘b,b,= b;‘6b;‘b,b,. 
Thus, 
In n,( Y, x0), let g = orfOcv-‘, then g(a) = cy-‘, g(p) = p’cu-‘. Thus, g’(a) = cy, g2(p) = 
/3’(~-‘p’. As g’( 7) = r), n must be of the form (Ye, otherwise, the length of the word 
g’( 7) would be longer than the length of 77. Apply fO( TJ) = (Y-‘~,w to get q = 0, i.e. 
n = 1 E n,( Y, x0). This implies 6 - b;‘b, rel{O, l} and therefore X,,E S(I) as 6 is in 
Y. Let x0= 6( to) for some t,,~ I, then x0 = r * t( to). As the map r: (X, A) + (Y, B) 
was chosen so that r-‘(B) = A, we have [(to) E rP1(xO) = r-‘(B) = A. This con- 
tradicts that 5 is in X -A. Thus, y, and y, are not in the same fixed point class of 
f on X-A. 
Fig. 2. 
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Since X~E A, Fl is a weakly common fixed point class [6, Corollary 2.41. As it is 
l-connected, the space A will contain only one fixed point class of 7: A + A (empty 
or nonempty). Hence, F2 is a weakly noncommon fixed point class. Thus, {yi} and 
{y2} are two surplus fixed point classes off on X -A, and SN(f; X -A) = 2. 
By the homotopy type invariance of the Nielsen number, N(f) = N(f,) = 0. Then 
N(f; X-A)=O<SN(f; X-A). 
Additionally, we have N(f; X, A) = 1 (for the definition see [5, Definition 2.4]), 
but every map homotopic to f must have at least two fixed points on X -A alone 
and so at least three fixed points on X. Therefore, this example also shows that the 
assumption of by-passing in [5, Theorem 6.21 is necessary and not only sufficient 
even in the case that X -A is connected. 
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